
 
 

New SPEEDBOX and SPEED RIBFACE Technologies Make “Every Shot is the Best Shot of 
the Day” 

Yamaha inpres UD+2 Series Golf Clubs 
 
In addition to the two-club extra distance enabled by the popular current model series, the new full line of more 
advanced 2021 inpres UD+2 model series clubs, released throughout Japan on October 16, also generates “explosive 
flight” and “super-straight flight”, due to the highest center-of-gravity angle and moment of inertia levels available 
for comparable club weights. 
 
 
The concept for the 2021 model inpres UD+2 series clubs being released is “Every Shot is the Best Shot of the day.” 
This is the third generation of the series and is designed to achieve both “explosive flight and “super-straight flight”, 
which can be felt when merely holding the clubs. For the driver, fairway woods, and utility clubs, the new 
SPEEDBOX technology prevents energy losses and increases kick velocity by increasing rigidity around the 
perimeter of the face. 
With the highest center-of-gravity angle and moment of inertia levels available for comparable club weights, the 
clubs grab the ball and launch it on a directionally-stable trajectory with no curving. Irons are designed with thinner 
metal in the face and sole areas, which increases kick velocity, and new SPEED RIBFACE technology that positions 
five ribs behind the face to achieve both “explosive flight” and a “high trajectory”. 
A more extensive line of Yamaha-branded merchandise will also be released on October 23, such as a selection of 
caddy bags for a wide variety of scenarios, head covers and caps with the Yamaha logo, stand bags, ball markers, and 
other products. 

 
<Overview> 
1. New SPEEDBOX technology generates “explosive flight” by increasing kick velocity (DR, FW, and UT). 
2. The highest center-of-gravity angle and moment of inertia levels for comparably weighted clubs result in “super-
straight flight” (DR, FW, and UT). 
3. New SPEED RIBFACE technology generates “explosive flight” and a “high trajectory” (IR). 
 

<Key Features> 

■ inpres UD+2 Driver 

1. New SPEEDBOX structure receives impact energy around the face perimeter and transfers it into 
boosting kick velocity 



The SPEEDBOX structure consists of 1.5 mm deep box-like indentations in the crown and sole, about 10 mm from 
the face. That increases the rigidity around the face perimeter to minimize energy-robbing rearward head vibrations 
and maximize efficient transfer of impact energy, producing higher kick velocities that cause the ball to explode off 
the face. 
 

 
 

2. Highest levels of both center-of-gravity angle and moment of inertia among comparably weighted clubs 

The kick velocity-boosting SPEEDBOX structure minimizes added weight and allows the extra weight savings from 
the head design to be utilized for engineering the center of gravity. As a result, the driver features both a “ball-gripping” 
34.5 degree center-of-gravity angle, which is among the highest angle available for similar weight drivers, and a 
5,020 g･cm² moment of inertia that “inhibits curving.” In combination, they help achieve “super-straight flight” with 
high directional stability. 
 

 

 

3. Unique Acoustically Tuned Design Produces an Optimized Impact Sound 

Given that internal resonance generated during impact has a major effect on how pleasing the impact sound is, and 
given the high correlation between the impact sound and how comfortable the impact feels, Yamaha considers a 
pleasing impact sound as an important parameter of club performance. Therefore, due to Yamaha's extensive 
expertise as a musical instrument maker, a pleasing impact sound was achieved by analyzing vibration and other 
characteristics in cooperation with our research and development department involved in optimizing the acoustics 
of musical instruments. The impact sound is similarly optimized for fairway woods and utility clubs as well. 
 

 

 



 

■ inpres UD+2 Fairway Woods and Utility Clubs 

1. All clubs feature the SPEEDBOX structure, but the 3-wood also includes manufacturing improvements 
that result in even longer flight distance 

The new SPEEDBOX structure is used to increase rigidity around the face perimeter on all fairway woods and 
utility clubs as well. Furthermore, unlike previous models designed with an integrated face and body, the new 3-
wood features a precision cast titanium body combined with a high-strength titanium face rolled to uneven 
thickness, which increases face deflection to boost kick velocity. 
 

 
 

2. All clubs generate “super-straight flight” 

All fairway woods and utility clubs achieve “super-straight flight” as well, due to among the highest center-of-
gravity angle and moment of inertia levels available for comparably weighted clubs. 

 

 

 
 

■ inpres UD+2 Irons and Wedges 

1. New SPEED RIBFACE technology increases kick velocity and kick angle 

Irons feature new SPEED RIBFACE technology that generates higher kick velocity and kick angle. 
The ultra-thin face material increases kick velocity by generating more deflection of both the face and sole to 
maximize deflection of the lower face, generating more “explosive flight.” Meanwhile, five ribs positioned behind 
the face serve to maintain overall deflection while inhibiting vertical deflection. That increases kick angle to achieve 
“super-straight flight” with a high trajectory. 



2. With a higher face height typical of irons, the club shape makes it easier to establish a comfortable stance and feel 
confident. 

Irons are designed 2.6 mm higher at the toe and 0.6 mm higher at the heel than previous models, which makes it 
easier to establish a comfortable stance and improves confidence. 
However, despite the increased face height, the center of gravity is 0.5 mm lower, which results in both improved 
shape and better performance. 
 

3. Relative distances of AW, AS, and SW irons were optimized 

More reliable spin was achieved by milling the face of AW, AS, and SW irons. 
 

■ inpres UD+2 Carbon Shafts (Driver, Fairway Woods, Utility Clubs, and Irons) 

Clubs feature Air Speeder carbon shafts designed for Yamaha, which were developed in cooperation with Fujikura. 
The shafts are designed specifically for Yamaha, with a medium kick point and higher rigidity toward the grip and 
head ends. By taking advantage of the characteristic rebound feel of Air Speeder shafts, they not only increase kick 
velocity but also increase directional stability. 
 

 

 

 

(Specification) 

Driver: 

 



 

 

Fairway Woods: 

 

 

 

Utility Clubs: 

 



 

 

Irons: 

 

 


